XXI
Final Problems
Hard to know exactly what happened then, but the death of Khufu must have
created a vacuum in the power structure which probably caused the interruption of
the planned closing of the pyramid, or more simply, serious problems occurred in
the lifting of the blocks making it impossible to proceed as planned, or maybe
both...
I regret the fact that the work, though not totally abandoned, were finished in a
very rough manner, thereby decreasing the efficiency of the device designed by
Hemiunu by 90%.
I console myself with the thought that if everything had been carried out as
planned, it would have been difficult to enjoy today the wonderful work that we
see; it would then seem quite bland, such as happened with the Pyramid of Khafre.
(About it…?)
Returning to the Pyramid of Khufu: there is a precise moment in which the correct
procedure stops and that is when the statue is placed within the niche and the
external exit of the ducts of the Queen’s Chamber are concealed, having completed
their function. So far everything has worked out fine, but from now on things
change.
Work is abruptly interrupted.
The Queen's Chamber will be abandoned. The Horizontal Passage will not receive
the blocks nor will the Quadrivium be finished with the stretch of sloping floor.
Yet despite everything, still something was done: the hydraulic closing procedure
was initiated and although it was very rough, it worked.
We know that only three blocks of granite were used—a compromise compared to
the original design.
I say this because the wedge-shaped block was certainly the last to be taken up;
once that was in, the original plan was definitely abandoned.
Keep in mind having taken the sarcophagus and the statue up Hemiunu would have
to proceed with plug-blocks; possibly when the first of these huge blocks was
taken up, Hemiunu realized that his ambitious project would have risked disaster:
all his prodigious designing had not been enough to raise these blocks to the top of
the Grand Gallery.
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Probably the three portcullises had already been lowered, so that the space
available for the crew engaged in direct pulling was abruptly reduced and, for the
first time, the rubbing pulleys showed the poor performance of the reverse towing.
Whether or not this was the case, the air pumping system could still function, using
the four grooves still free to let in the slightly compressed air to the King’s
Chamber and its shafts.
Probably the first block got stuck at the bottom, the very bottom, perhaps barely
arrived at the third pit with niches level.
With a plug-block in this position, unable to climb further, the project to complete
the floor at the bottom of the Grand Gallery has to be abandoned, since the
monolith is just above the step, while the next two are above the beam bridge.
Consequently, also the Quadrivium remains incomplete, making hiding of the
Horizontal Passage redundant... and then the Queen's Chamber might as well be
left as is. If someone were to ever get there, far in the future, he would perhaps be
deceived by the statue and think who knows what nonsense...
Coming back to the problems: with three blocks only and placed so low, even the
closing method cannot be made as planned.
Of course, the three pairs of niches have not been opened; as far as I know an
"impromptu" descent device, with blocks held in place by some side wedges only,
and a dam prepared as best in front of the first block, to get the brutal impact of the
long and tumultuous cascade, could be set.
Also the bridge beams must have been suitably reinforced with additional wooden
beams and wedges and, as we know, it has fulfilled its job well.
One more thing: before continuing the closing, the Service Shaft has to be filled up
with the material excavated from it (probably stored above the loft), then by 4 (or
5) granite blocks, two additional rectangular blocks, and lastly the trapezoidal
stone to reconstruct the missing piece of the platform.
Recently, reviewing the photos, I found a detail that could explain the problem that
occurred during the ascent of the first of the large granite blocks.
Thinking about it to myself, if I had been Hemiunu, having problems about the
anchoring of the pulley yokes, I would have tried another type of intervention in
addition to the "chiseled" roughness on the sides.
I would have installed wooden poles in the vertical position, above the yokes,
against the edge of the first projection, after the areas have been roughened for a
better grip...
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This neglect left me dissatisfied: why the architect had not thought of it, I said to
myself; was there perhaps something wrong in my reasoning of it...
It so happened, clicking on a photo, as I often do, I found, at the third pair of
pits/niches, the first projection above was hastily chiseled on both sides (photo
L01). Maybe the difficulties during the ascent of the sarcophagus, settled by
chippings carried on the sides at all the niches, the ascent of the block, weighing
almost twice the sarcophagus, again put the device in a crisis, forcing the architect
to keep into position the yokes by installing wooden poles above them, stuck
against the projection step.
Unfortunately my photos stop here so I do not know if this miglioria goes well
beyond the first three pairs of the pits; maybe someone else may check...
It is possible, however, this solution was not enough, at least in a short term, and
maybe something more unpleasant happened at the political level too: I do not
know, certainly something had gone wrong.
The troubles, however, were not yet over: after the descent of the three blocks
another problem rises (maybe I'm wrong, but I have good reasons). The large
prismatic block used as a hydraulic plug in the Descending Corridor got stuck.
(?...!) Not being able to remove it, the 60 blocks waiting to be slid along the
Descending Corridor remained outside, along with the twenty-two of the Grand
Gallery.
But not all.
Hemiunu, or whoever, has given one more chance to the closing mechanism.
Coming down from the main entrance, even now it is possible to see ten ugly
holes, all poorly made, at the top of the east wall (photo H05 and L02) at a
distance of about a meter and a half from each other.
These holes are shallow (5-10cm) but could be enough to insert stones or keep
them locked in place by beams positioned across the passage.
Perhaps it would have been more appropriate to use a few copper bars, but it has a
very patched up look about it, making one think a little...
In this way, there are a suitable dozen points to fix some blocks to be placed in
position with great caution, down till the stuck block.
In particular, it is possible to observe the thoughtlessness of the responsible for
making the ten holes: it would certainly better if the holes had been made in the
passage wall, at the floor level... but it had been required to operate calmly and,
evidently, it did not suit those who performed the work.
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The work was made up to the top and with the tenth block, the work has been
completed.
In our day, just on the east side of the pyramid, there is a partially damaged granite
block, which could be the last survivor of that convoy, having apparently suitable
measurements for this purpose.
I tried in every way to get its measurements from the pictures, but honestly I
lacked objective evidence, until today that is.
I am again reviewing my work (the years have passed); meanwhile my friend Jon
Bodsworth has returned from Giza and given me the measurements of this block:
what should have been the height of 120cm is ruined, so it is just 90cm. In my
view that ablation is evidently due to falling down along the side of the pyramid or
to some workers of Al Mamun who dug a tunnel between the ceiling (or floor) of
the passage when the block was still inside the pyramid together with other nine, in
the first part of the Descending Corridor. The other two sides of the block,
however, are perfect. The measurements are: 105cm (2c) x 145cm (photo L 03).
The length of these blocks has no need to be "normalized". It is probably quarry
waste.
In addition, this block (and the others that were with it) could not have been
outside there since the time of the pyramid. In the following centuries it was
common practice for building to use recovered or stolen blocks from monuments.
Perhaps the blocks found there have been taken out only much later, perhaps by Al
Mamun; left there for a long time and recently reused (there is a government
building at Cairo covered outside by granite slabs of the same type. I'd like to
check the size of these slabs...).
The left block, as I said, is at the northeast corner of the pyramid, a few tens of
meters away, and is accompanied by another big chunk of block.
From the picture you can see that someone has taken a "sample" with a modern
abrasive disc (picture L04), perhaps to use it elsewhere.
Finally we speak about what really happened during the closing of the pyramid.
Nobody, but nobody, until now has ever realized what events occurred inside. I can
only ask you to be with me in this (if you want, of course).
It will be necessary, however, to make a brief summary and recapitulate all the
information.
Al Mamun wrote that the sarcophagus was already empty, broken and without a
lid. There was no treasure, and whole of the Ascending Corridor was totally
cluttered with debris of all sorts, to the point of having to breach it by digging a
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tunnel to the outside, the one today serves as the tourist entrance (but this from
myself...).
During clearing operations, large blocks of granite were precipitated downward
along the incline, shattering on impact the highest of the three sealing blocks still
in place.
This debris explains in part what I have already said: the closing operations
occurred in critical condition. I want to remember too Hemiunu was forced to
make a late inspection of the Zed due to a crack that appeared on the south side of
the King's Chamber roof.
Fearing the crack involving the whole block thickness, the architect ordered to dig
a passage into the limestone upper corner at the east side of the Grand Gallery,
beside the "big step".
This excavation was soon discovered during the Napoleonic exploration; its
inspection, carried out by a ladder, had a very valuable published graphical
representation (fig. H11).
This tunnel led to discover all the Zed rooms and the upper great vaults.
I imagine that the pyramid was already completed when the cracks were found
during the frequent checks (I said that the floor groove of the Grand Gallery show
small chisel marks to restore its alignment).
Since everything was completed already, I guess the plank loft had been removed,
but installed again due to the last minute additional works. It had also to bear
considerable weight (several workers, tools, mined stones...). For this reason, the
areas for the wedge installations are localized in the upper part of the Grand
Gallery and made hastily.
Perhaps, part of the excavated material was still above the loft at the time of the
closure...
The debris, including wooden ones from the bridge and from the loft, along the
Ascending Corridor can be explained in several ways, but the granite ones... this
intrigues me a lot meaning this comes from a site only.
My explanation must consider the destruction effects during the first violation too,
but it will be difficult to separate the different traces.
What am I looking for? The evidence of a disaster occurred during the closure.
The hydraulic cascade, once triggered off, was so violent as to create, within the
King's Chamber, a turbulence dragging, in its whirling motion, the sarcophagus. It
was almost in the same position it is now, but the side with the cylindrical holes
toward the room interior and the other, more robust, to the west.
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There was also the cover, about 3p (22.5cm) thick; so the overall height should be
127.5cm.
The sarcophagus moved, gliding towards the door, turning counterclockwise and
trying to enter the corridor.
During this rotation, its edge (the one that actually was found badly mutilated),
initially in the northwest position, bumped into the King's Chamber south wall,
where the duct is, shattering the surface of the wall blocks (the granite, if highly
compressed, once struck, shatters) (photo L05 and L06). At the same time the
sarcophagus edge was broken and the large fragments also sucked into the passage,
rushing against the first gate, swinging furiously to the rhythm of turbulence as it
happens to the cork pea in a whistle.
In this way, at the west wall of the passage, a more violent shock has broke the
wall monolith, even removing a big piece of granite from the passage ceiling
(damage erroneously attributed to the violators) which, however, will remain in
place, unable to fall, being dragged upward by the violent discharge generated by
the four grooves.
The marks of this impact are clearly visible in the photo L07: in the image its is
possible to see the shock has been produced from the inside out and the wall marks
testimony the motion of fragments directed from south to north.
Right here originates the ceiling damage as well: at this point there has been a
tremendous blow vibrated from the inside, no doubt at all (photo L08 and L09).
Looking closely at the picture, it can be seen the ceiling missing part has a depth of
at least a meter and a half to the south side and it is due to a single, violent
collision (no chisel traces). Certainly the violators had no reasons to do that.
On the east wall of the corridor there are traces of an impact as well (photo L10),
but in this case it says little by itself, except that it is absolutely meaningless if
considered as a work of violators.
This is only the beginning of the devastation: after the first impact, the sarcophagus
has rotated and even damaged the southeast corner of the room, leaving marks on
the wall, while the cover, after hitting the upper edge of the monolith over the
passage (probably this was the time when the lintel was cracked on its eastern
flank (photo L11), has undermined the dovetail interlocking, and, separated from
the sarcophagus, has gone into the small hallway.
Keep in mind the pressure inside was three atmospheres and that the transversal
section of the sarcophagus is almost equal to that of the passage; as a result, in the
absence of the lid, when the first part of the sarcophagus entered into the corridor,
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it started to act like a piston pushed by a force equal to 30,000kg... When such a
battering ram of almost five tons (filled with water) hits the first of three
portcullises, there were in between some large fragments of granite, which act like
chisels, concentrating stress at the stone tips...
In such extreme conditions the mighty portcullises, half meters thick, already
severely stressed, ended up succumbing to so much violence and were uprooted
from their guides, breaking and collapsing them altogether.
Now I would like to say a few words about the broken part of the sarcophagus.
A hypothetical thief armed with a sledgehammer and chisel would probably have
broken the slab of the lid, clearly the most vulnerable. Let us assume, however,
that he wanted to break the corners; it seems to me that the front corners are more
suitable.
The most robust is just the corner we found broken. Only a fool to open the
sarcophagus would attack it at this point.
I have a good number of photos taken inside the Antechamber of the Portcullises;
looking carefully I am convinced that almost all its devastation was made in the
direction going from the inside out.
Let us go over the double granite divider separating the area of the portcullises
from the vestibule: the lower granite block is visibly cracked and the crack oriented
along the north-south axis (photo L12). This is not a structural failure since no load
has ever burdened onto the two monoliths. As it does not obstruct the passage, why
would anyone attempt to break it?
Not to mention that it was not hit from the vestibule side (not enough space and
also no marks). It would have to be broken from inside when it was no longer an
obstacle.
I believe that it cracked by being subjected to a terrible effort directed from south
to north.
It is also important that the upper block has its top edge damaged as sledgehammer
shots were given from above (maybe that’s what really happened, in order to clear
the passage), but in my opinion, this is the result of the traumatic events caused by
the ejection of the plug installed over the portcullises, as described earlier...
Other details: a careful examination of the broken granite guides shows the
knocking out to be directed from the inside to the north. Just look at how they have
been uprooted from the walls.
There are very few traces of chisel; certainly violators coming here have completed
the devastation, but the bulk of the work had already been done.
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I have another picture taken by Edgard, where you can see the passage exit in the
limestone wall and overlooking the Grand Gallery from south.
This suggests that one of the portcullises, broken in half, was violently expelled
outwards being in horizontal position, perhaps resting on another large fragment of
the portcullises, but by a formidable pressure capable of hurling it upwards
immediately after being transited through the passage.
During transit the whole upper part of the portcullis was broken along the line of
the four holes.
I tried to "read" the details to see if there are any traces of chisels. It would seem
not, but honestly I'm not sure.
The expulsion was so violent to remove all along the west side of the corridor,
close to the ceiling, a wall portion a cubit thick (photo L13).
In this case, too, the picture is clear, but the final confirmation comes to me from
the big mark that this part of the portcullis left on the west wall of the Grand
Gallery, when it was "shot" through the passage.
In the black and white picture we recognize four deep irregular scratches affecting
the wall, traced at the same time in quadruplicate and following the same path up
(photo L14 and L15).
The scratches have between them the right distance to be generated from the
portcullis stump broken at the level of the four holes; the fact they go up says a lot
about the violence of the event (certainly none could have raised the portcullises to
make this mark in so small space).
In the same picture we can see another piece of the portcullis struck into the edge
of the big step, taking out a big chunk of it (from the inside out too).
The edge of the western platform, on the other hand, bears a significant injury
where this second block hit it.
The same photo shows a series of scratches on the side of the Grand Gallery
groove, all generated during the same impact.
The small marks at the side are very evident, due to the black and white of the
photo and very clear against the dark background patina.
What bothers me rather is to see that the chiseling marks, located at the upper edge
of the passage going to the "vestibule", are dark. It is clear that Al Mamun would
have had to work hard to pass, but the work of his chisels, being newer, would
have to show up bright against the background, whereas in this case the marks are
very dark.
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The only explanation coming to my mind is that, during this phase of the work
(shall we say), Al Mamun must have used quite smoky oil lamps, so the hot air
given off along the corridor must have settled on the lintel, darkening it and the
chisel marks as well.
Even the Grand Gallery was hit by the violence of the explosion and the whole
upper part has acted like the cannon mouth loaded with grapeshot, just look
carefully.
Descending, we find other traces of heavy blocks slipping downward, even
breaking the platform edges, but someone speaking about the looters...
Something more: due to this unexpected event, the starting of the three blocks
placed in gallery was certainly traumatic. They moved, for sure, but hit by stones,
debris, and fresh mortar too, bonding the top block to the previous one.
Simultaneously something more happened, again leaving important traces.
When the first sealing block reached the entrance of the Descending Corridor,
some big stone countered its descent (all this part is very traumatized) and one of
these got stuck between the block itself and the corridor ceiling.
Nothing could prevent it being dragged, impacting with a noticeable scar along a
straight stretch (still visible, even if restored) of the ceiling (photos L16 and L17).
Arriving at the bottom before the first block, many of these stones filled the little
space between this block and the plug block below, preventing the latter to move.
Not being able to remove it, Zedefrà, or whoever, will have thought that the
hydraulic device stoppage did not work properly, and fearing breaking the stone to
remove it would still precipitate the next granite blocks: much better in this case to
leave things as they were.
I'm re-reading and correcting, but only now I remember something I had forgotten
about the three sealing blocks: a recent restoration has unfortunately mended all
the gaps, but from the plans in my possession, it appears that between the first and
the second block still exists a slight gap equal to about ten centimeters.
If things happened as I've just described, after the descent, the three blocks were
rather close to each other, while the gap was formed between the first block and
Water block, due to the stone fragments from above.
The visible face of the plug block carries traces of this, but here we go again:
someone might have amused himself delivering blows with a sledgehammer (and
perhaps it is)...
I remember at this point that I have read something about an event that happened
during the excavation carried out by Al Mamun.
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In the report, somewhere, there is a remark about some stones falling from the
ceiling and a large block moving above, triggering panic but in reality showing the
way up.
Everything agrees with my description: if someone had shattered the Water plug
block, the fragments trapped in between would have fallen, letting the first granite
block to finally get down into the right position and so be detached from the next.
Thus the small gap existing between the first and the second block becomes
explicable (by the way: perhaps there is also the possibility to find traces of the
trench dug in the floor).
If what reported is correct, it would mean that before Al Mamun no one had ever
been able to enter the Descending Corridor or even discover the entrance of the
Service Shaft (sealed in any case), so the pyramid was certainly still untouched...
If someone asked me now if I really believe in my story, I would answer yes. I
firmly believe in what I wrote.
This last part, however, is not so important to me. What interests me, however, is
to give credibility to the work of Hemiunu. Hard to comprehend his extraordinary
talent and the injustice it has undergone, at least until now.
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